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THE ELDEN RING An action RPG game that runs on the NEXT engine, created
exclusively for the Microsoft Windows platform. PREMIUM FEATURES ■ The NEW
NEXT engine. As an official Microsoft exclusive, the gameplay will be rich in detail.
The power of the engine enables the seamless integration between the elegant
graphics, rich sound effects, and highly smooth gameplay. ■ The Vast World and
Customizable Characters Set in the Lands Between, a world seamlessly connected
by the power of the wind, you can freely travel between the vast fields and huge
dungeons, enjoying a world built with love and passion. Every map offers a variety
of situations, and the danger and excitement that the deep dungeon and perilous
maps bring is never-ending. In addition, when you complete special events, you can
obtain new weapons and armor, which can be combined freely and can be
customized as you want. You can freely boost your character’s strength, and power
up your weapons or armor. ■ An Epic Drama Told in Fragments The game is a
multilayered story, giving a comprehensive sense of drama, with a unique
experience that does not offer a visual novel. The story is revealed in fragments
with a variety of ending, and you can view the story from any angle by changing the
system and character. In the process of forming your own destiny, the protagonist,
the mysterious girl Gold, will make a great emotional journey through great
developments and close-ups. ■ A Vast Network, Unique Online Experience In
addition to multiplayer, where you can directly connect with other players, you can
also enjoy a unique online experience where you can feel the presence of others.
You can be rewarded for helping other players or be attacked by the other players.
■ Unique Play Style and Development Experience In addition to comprehensive
customization of characters, you can freely create your own play style. You can
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choose from different classes and weapons and achieve a variety of distinctive
character evolutions through many different actions. ■ Developer, Team, and
Administration The developer is the strategy game company Arkadium Inc., which
has mastered the management of various genres, from the classic line of the
“Dungeon Hunter” series to the “Time Quest” series. The team is composed of a
number of full-time employees and renowned professionals, including the manager
for the “Time Quest” series, “Heroes Bitter” and “Heroes Rivals.”

Features Key:
Enter a huge world As far as anyone can tell, the Lands Between is an unbridged
infinite expanse. It is a place where people of different origins create factions to
establish conditions that they can occupy as their own, so that, in the end, this land
turns into a mixture of the Regions of the World below. Lives are divided by bonds
of blood as well as ideologies. And they are divided in two even further by the
benefits provided by the Elden Ring, the quintessential Iron Gear.
Can you escape from bondage? The battlefield is the battlefield. The lands between
are also a battle against the forces of the Dark Sphere. You will advance through
new content, rise as a hero, and be transformed into an Elden Lord that joins the
group of heroes. And then the real battle begins. As the battle comes to a close, the
lands between are bound even more tightly as proof that new blood does not lie in
the shadows — blood that has been tainted by the darkness of tyranny.
An epic battle Highlighted by a countless number of battles connected in time and
space, the storyline is about fighting for the rights of knights and a “moral” world.
You can become a hero that always chooses the righteous path, or the hero who
destroys the world of darkness using the power of his or her soul.
World legend players will want to come again The world of Tarnished Armor was
built by fans based on the tips of the official developers, and the number of players
who play online is increasing every day as we approach beta testing. If you are the
veteran of the new world, or if you are a player that plays high-end content, this will
be an incredible new area full of fun and challenges to contend with.
The best RPG action is waiting for you!

NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG FEATURES
NEW ACTION SYSTEM
The new action system was developed with the development team's aim in mind of making
the game fun and exhilarating to play through its expansive map and numerous dungeons.
This action was designed to offer a new challenge in a way that could be understood by
frequent RPGs players and new players alike. This new system has many new features,
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A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with
complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. As you explore, the joy
of discovering unknown and overwhelming threats await you, leading to a high sense of
accomplishment. “Create your own character”: In addition to customizing the appearance
of your character, you can freely combine the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip.
You can develop your character according to your play style, such as increasing your
muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering magic. “An epic drama born from
a myth”: A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the various
thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. “Unique online play that loosely
connects you to others”: In addition to multiplayer, where you can directly connect with
other players and travel together, the game supports a unique asynchronous online
element that allows you to feel the presence of others. “Undiscovered Progression of the
Craftsmanship of the Gods”: A game in which you can deepen your attachments to your
Crafted Weapons and Crafted Armor, using the Craft Skill points you earn while facing
opponents. The ultimate goal is to go beyond the restrictions of these items and evolve
them into powerful weapons and armor. FEATURES ELDEN RING game: Arcane System:
Equip Weapons and Craft Armor that can be used to deal additional damage. Crafted
Weapons and Crafted Armor receive various bonuses, such as increasing your defense or
dealing more damage. ArcaneCraft: The Craft Skill that allows you to enhance your
equipment. In order to enhance or even evolve Crafted Weapons and Crafted Armor, you
need to use this Craft Skill on them. ArcaneCrit: The Craft Skill that allows you to enhance
the attack power of your Crafted Weapons and Crafted Armor. In order to enhance or
evolve your Crafted Weapons and Crafted Armor, you need to use this Craft Skill on them.
Costume System: While using a certain Rune, you can change your costume and change its
color. If you are doing PvP (player-versus-player) battles, it will automatically change your
costume to the color of your character’s color. Craft Skill: The Craft Skill that allows you to
enhance your Craft

What's new in Elden Ring:

1. Key Features
Character that Shapes the World
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Explore a Vast World where Danger Lies Loose

Once you have reached the Legendary Incarnate
Vastness, you will be able to visit the world's places
freely. You will have to listen carefully and plan carefully,
in order to overcome wide-scale danger.
Break the Cycle of Greediness and the Simple Life with the
Influence of Grace

The land began moving in a cycle of greediness, and the
balance of peace and happiness has been overtaken. To
bring stability back to the world, people have fallen into
greediness and self-centeredness. In this Risen Elden
World, you will begin as Tarnished and must fight for your
life. Step on the path of restoration of the balance and
become a lord of Elden.
Fantasy Combat that Uses Magic or Items as Weapons

Rapidly defeat ferocious opponents in a battle using
magic or items. In the dungeons, knockdown traps,
diversions, and distractions also appear as a part of the
scene and can all be used to your advantage. The battles
in this challenging world are tense and will keep you on
the edge of your seat.
2. Exclusivity of the Game
Discovery

Many new challenges await those who seek to develop
their arms. In addition to the map where you can move
freely through areas, you can also take care of a wide
variety of events occurring as you go. For example, there
is an event where you must find the secret of the armor
called the mythmaster. Even if you depart on your own to
seek out the secret, you can talk to people traveling in
the area and use them to your advantage.
What is in the Darkness?

In the Age of Awakening, there is a vast, dark, abyss-like
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realm where you can interact with the contents of the
treasure chests and the so-called Wicked Wolves.
Treasure chests with dazzling treasure will appear
randomly, and if you want to,
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